
OUTDOOR PORCELAIN TILES
Exclusive to CTD Tiles in-store and online Rated Excellent on

20MM



Make the most of your outdoor space and turn your 
garden goals into a reality with our collection of 
outdoor porcelain tiles. 

You may be wondering what the difference is between using traditional paving 
or concrete paving slabs and outdoor porcelain tiles. Whilst paving has been the 
typical choice for many years, outdoor porcelain tiles have grown in popularity 
over recent years due to their extensive features and benefits.

Outdoor porcelain paving can be used to create a stunning modern outdoor 
patio, transform back yards, terraces and courtyards, or to create beautiful 
pathways and walkways.

Our collection of 20mm outdoor porcelain tiles provides an eye-catching yet 
functional paving option for your garden or outdoor entertaining spaces, for 
parties, playtime or just general relaxation with a spot of al fresco dining.

WHY USE OUTDOOR TILES?
Resistant to temperature 
and weather changes

Frost resistant

Load resistant

Scratch resistant

Resistant to staining  
and chemicals

Easy to assemble and disassemble
May differ depending on installation option used

Easy to clean both dry and wet

Slip resistant surface

British Stone

Veined Stone

Burlington

Minster

Optimal

Profiling Service

Fixing Products
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Porcelain

KEY

Floor grade 4
Modern / Heavy Traffic

Slip rating R11
Slip likely to occur between 19°-27° incline.

Number of tiles per M2

Number of tiles per box

V3 Shade variation  
Amount of colour and / or texture variation 
on each tile may be significant

V4 Shade variation  
Random colour and / or texture differences 
from tile to tile. The final installation will 
be unique.
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Outdoor Style and Installation Options

Whether you have a large spacious garden or a small walled courtyard, your 
outdoor area should reflect your personal style and be an extension of your home; 
a place where you can escape, unwind and relax.

There are several installation options available to achieve the desired look 
for your outdoor space. Whether your preference is a fully paved surface or 
individual stepping stones, these methods suit a variety of ground conditions and 
landscaping styles. 

For further information on how to install outdoor porcelain tiles using these 
methods, see fixing product recommendations on page 15 and our step-by-step 
guides at ctdtiles.co.uk

We highly recommend using an experienced professional tradesperson such as 
a tiling contractor or garden landscaper to tile outdoor areas.

Pedestal systemGrassGravel

Compacted stone or concrete sub base
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20MM

£32.34 
per M2
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BRITISH STONE
Design eye-catching and durable paving solutions for outdoor 
areas with this beautiful collection which recreates the unique 

look of natural stone. Combine with coordinating 9mm internal 
option for a continuous flow from indoors to outdoors.

GREY B42048 ANTRACITE B42047BEIGE B42046

P

4

600x600x20mm

R11

Coordinating internal options available: 600x600x9mm

£32.34 per M2  |  £11.63 per box  |  £11.63 each

M²
2.78

BOX
1

V3
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20MM

£29.99 
per M2
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VEINED STONE
A stunning collection of stone-inspired porcelain outdoor tiles 
which capture the delicate veining and shade variation seen 

in natural stone. Pair with coordinating 9mm internal options to 
create a seamless indoor-outdoor design.

LIGHT GREY B43799 DARK GREIGE B43800 ANTRACITE B43801

P

4

600x600x20mm

R11

Coordinating internal options available: 600x600x9mm

£29.99 per M2  |  £10.79 per box  |  £10.79 each

M²
2.78

BOX
1

V4
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20MM

£39.99 
per M2
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BURLINGTON
Create an elegant, classic look to your garden with the 

Burlington collection. Combining the characteristics of aged 
slate with the benefits of modern porcelain, these beautiful tiles 

have a light riven texture and natural appearance.

IVORY A17673 SILVER A17676

P

4

600x900x20mm

R11

£39.99 per M2  |  £21.28 per box  |  £21.28 each

M²
1.88

BOX
1
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20MM

£39.99 
per M2
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MINSTER
With a riven texture and authentic appearance of natural slate, 
Minster is the perfect choice for creating a cool, sophisticated 

and contemporary outdoor living space.

BLACK A18230

P

4

600x900x20mm

R11

£39.99 per M2  |  £21.28 per box  |  £21.28 each

M²
1.88

BOX
1
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20MM

£39.99 
per M2
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OPTIMAL
The Optimal collection has a distinctive but varied 

colour blend which creates a modern, contemporary 
appearance of polished concrete.

BEIGE A18228 ANTHRACITE A17677 GRAFITE A18229

P

4

600x900x20mm

R11

£39.99 per M2  |  £21.28 per box  |  £21.28 each

M²
1.88

BOX
1
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PROFILING SERVICE
Our profiling service allows you to 
create the perfect finish to your outdoor 
tiling projects. 

Ideal for adding the finishing touches to steps, ledges, 
bathing and pool areas, profiling adds a stylised edge to 
outdoor tiles. With multiple shape options available, profiling 
brings a customised look to your outdoor space, and can 
also help improve the safety and visibility of tile edges.

Please ask a staff member for more information and advice.
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FIXING PRODUCTS
These products are recommended for installing 
20mm Outdoor Porcelain Tiles using the 
compacted stone sub-base method. 

For the full installation guide and information on alternative installation 
options, such as a pedestal system and installation on grass or gravel,  
see the Guide to Outdoor Tiles page at ctdtiles.co.uk

We highly recommend using an experienced professional tradesperson 
such as a tiling contractor or garden landscaper to tile outdoor areas.

ULTRASCAPE PRO-PRIME SLURRY PRIMER ULTRATILEFIX PROPAVE EXTERNAL TILE GROUT
UltraScape Pro-Prime Slurry Primer is used to 
provide an exceptional bond between your 
outdoor tiles and bedding mortar, helping to 
eliminate general wear and tear from traffic load 
bearing, and reducing the risk of costly and high 
profile failures.

• User-friendly – just add water
• BS 7533 compliant
• Quick and easy application

C3058

ProPave External Tile Grout is 
a specialist jointing compound 
ideal for use with outdoor tiles. 
Available in three colours with 
Colour Shield technology, 
ProPave Grout provides a flexible 
yet durable finish when cured. 
Suitable for joints 3-20mm.

Natural Cashmere C3132
Storm Grey C3131
Cosmic Black C3130
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Colour photos and product shots are intended as a guide only, to give an indication of colour and texture. Products will vary in colour, texture and shade. 
Nominal sizing listed; working size of products may vary. Please always check prior to fixing. All prices are correct at time of going to print (price each is 

rounded to full size tile). All prices include VAT at 20%. Please note all tiles are sold in full box quantities only. In the interest of continuing design, development 
and product improvements, we reserve the right to alter, amend or delete products without prior notice. All dimensions are in millimetres. Whilst every care has 
been taken in the production of this brochure, we cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions. This brochure does not form part of a contract of sale.


